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BluPower is a hydropower startup with the
aim of developing hydropower projects to
help generate renewable energy. They plan to
tap into the international market especially in
Europe, Australasia, and African countries. In
Indian, they wish to start by developing
watersheds in drought-affected areas and use
the runoff water to generate renewable energy
using their hydro-engines. This energy may be
utilized for irrigation purposes, charging
batteries, or for powering nearby hydrogen
synthesis plants enabling indigenous
production of green hydrogen in India. While
on one hand watersheds will help in
recharging the groundwater, BluPower’s
hydropower module will generate clean
electricity thus enabling a carbon-neutral
economy.
  
We have found new innovative applications of
their product in thermal power plants which
shall help increase the overall efficiency of the
same. We are also contacting independent
project developers for developing a product
specific to their needs especially for rural
areas where the grid is unreliable. 

By 2030, BluPower hydro solution will
produce reliable and clean energy globally,
amounting to 8,000 GW.hr of energy annually
that impacts 20 million lives in grid deficient
communities.

At present we have developed a proof-of-
concept and have received initial grants for
developing our Minimum Viable Product. We
have manufactured the turbine which is to be
tested in Indian labs for further upgradation
in future models. 
 
We shall be limiting their generation capacity
to less than 25 MW in India as in 2015, the
Indian government stopped categorizing
hydel projects larger than 25 MW as
renewable.

Fig. 39: HydroPower Systems - Cost to Build

Fig. 38: BluPower Turbine 
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